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ABSTRACT 

Traumatic injuries often require stabilization or removal of the damaged tissue. Cranioplasty 

is used to protect the brain and bring aesthetics back to the patient. Choosing the correct 

material for the cranial implant is essential. Moreover, it needs adequate fixation devices to 

hold the implant in place and prevent its deformation within patients’ daily life. This thesis is 

demonstrating the stress-strain analysis of burr hole cover and plate fixators applied on the 

PMMA implant and their mechanical response on different loading conditions provided by 

various states of cranial hypertension and force acting on the system from the exterior. 
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ABSTRAKT 

Zranenia hlavy si často vyžadujú lekársku starostlivosť, pri ktorej dochádza k stabilizácii 

alebo náhrade poškodeného tkaniva. Pre tento účel slúži kranioplastika, ktorá prinavracia 

pacientovi ochranný a kozmetický výsledok. Výber správneho materiálu kraniálneho 

implantátu je veľmi podstatný. Naviac potrebuje správny druh fixácie, ktorá ho udrží na 

mieste a predíde sa tak nedovolenému pohybu implantátu počas bežného života pacienta. Táto 

práca analyzuje deformačné a napäťové stavy dvoch druhov fixačných plátov prichytených na 

PMMA implantáte a ich mechanickej odozvy na rozličné záťažné podmienky spôsobené  

rôznymi stavmi kraniálnej hypertenzie a silou pôsobiacou na sústavu z exteriéru. 

KĽÚČOVÉ SLOVÁ 

Kraniálna fixácia, titánové platy, burr hole cover, kranioplastika, metóda konečných prvkov 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Today’s lifestyle is getting quicker and the society is pushing us to be more productive in 

every way. This can increase the level of stress for a person very easily. It can be however 

very dangerous, because stress can trigger conditions which leads to various diseases. In 

addition, with increasing number of desk jobs, we should take care about our health even 

more. A good functioning system, which our body is, requires some maintenance, which we 

can acquire by healthy food or enough activity. It usually happens that small symptoms are 

overlooked we start to take care about it rather late. In general, we should be cautious also 

during everyday activities. Injuries of all sorts are not very comfortable for us. There are 

particularly those which happens very quick and the consequences can carry for a long period. 

Among those injuries which we should prevent the most are brain and skull related. Since the 

brain is in charge of many functions in our body, it requires adequate care. And the skull, as a 

shell for the brain tissue, should not be handled any different way. 

There are several injuries which affects brain, such as stroke, haemorrhages, vascular injuries, 

nerve injuries, etc. But skull and brain can be affected also by falls, road traffic accidents, 

physical assaults or colliding with an object. It is usually not very clear immediately after 

something happens whether, or not skull or brain are damaged like it can be seen in long bone 

fractures for example. If headache, vomiting or even loss of consciousness occurs, it’s clear 

signal, that some function is not working properly. 

Medical treatment should apply to all aforementioned cases. However, many incidents require 

also surgical procedure. In some of them, skull bone had to be sectioned and opened to access 

the brain tissues. On the other hand, cranial bone fracture needs to be stabilized to prevent any 

additional damage. In both cases, patients own bone flap is preserved, or the defect is filled by 

implant made of artificial material. 

Surgical procedure covering stabilization and usage of implants must occur. Nowadays, 

titanium alloy mini plates of various shapes fixed by screws are used more often for this 

manner. Since testing of these devices is impossible on the living tissue, new approaches how 

to predict their behaviour must be applied so the most effective treatment is chosen for the 

patient.  
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 

Head injuries are among those which directly affect patient´s life and there is always need for 

a medical hospitalization. In many cases a surgery is required to stabilize the damaged skull 

bones and protect the brain tissue. The method to do that is securing the bone or synthetic flap 

to skull by titanium alloy fixators and screws. 

A surgical reconstruction of the damaged cranial bones is called cranioplasty. It often comes 

after craniotomy when bone must be removed from the skull due to indications mentioned 

above. The flap which is used to restore the cranial contour is either the autologous bone graft 

originally removed from the patient or when the conditions do not allow that, it must be 

manufactured from the alloplastic material. There is a wide range of materials which serve for 

this purpose. From many, there are polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), polyetheretherketone 

(PEEK), titanium alloys, etc. To hold the implant in place, titanium alloy fixators and screws 

are used. The fixators come in different shapes, sizes and thicknesses and usually it is up to 

surgeon and the facility which one will be used. For the most cases, titanium alloy strips or 

plates are used. In addition, there are circular shape fixators which are mainly designed to 

cover holes made for cutting equipment at the beginning of the craniotomy. These fixators are 

called burr holes covers. This fixation method provides a mechanical stability as well as 

restoration of the aesthetic contour. 

There are cases, when even after the successful surgery, the implant is not staying in the 

motionless position and it prevents bone from regeneration and local vascularization. There is 

at least one factor which can lead to this state and it is intracranial pressure (ICP). Resistance 

to ICP is very desirable in terms of cranial implant and fixation. Level of ICP varies on many 

parameters and by reaching to higher level, it can seriously affect the function of the implant 

and its stability. But not only pressure from the inside of the head is problem. Post-operative 

movement of the implant by impact loading on skull exterior can leave the implant unstable, 

thus jeopardizing the patient´s life [1]. 

One way how to predict the behaviour of such situations is to determine the stress-strain 

levels of the skull with implant and fixator. Due to obvious restrictions and ethical reasons, 

the most common way how to acquire these stress-strain levels is using computational 

modeling. This approach demands creating a model of the real system, which brings other 

partial problems including current state of the art research. 
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3 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

According to the previous chapter, the problem can be formulated as follows: 

Create a detailed state of the art research of method used in cranioplasty, materials for 

implants and fixators and stress-strain analysis of the skull with PMMA implant secured by 

basic types of titanium alloy burr hole covers. 

Goals of the thesis: 

• A detailed state of the art research of the methods currently used in cranioplasty, 

materials and manufacturing technologies for implants and fixation burr hole covers 

• Creation of the computational models of the skull with PMMA implant secured by 

burr hole fixators varying in shape 

• Stress-strain analysis: a comparative study of different loading conditions 

characterized by five values of ICP representing states of cranial hypertension and four 

different values of Young’s modulus of compact bone 

4 RESEARCH 

There are several studies dealing with computational modeling of the cranioplasty. The main 

focus of interest is usually fixation devices, different types of implant materials, different 

shapes of the implant or their variations. At the Institute of solid mechanics, mechatronics and 

biomechanics on Faculty of mechanical engineering of Brno University of Technology 

(BUT), there was one diploma thesis by Jakub Chamrad (2016) [2] solved and defended 

regarding this topic. Author was analysing titanium fixation plates attached to different 

implant material and thickness. The effect of shape of the implant in terms of contour 

curvature and osteotomy angle was investigated in Ridwan-Pramana, Marcian, Borak, et al 

(2015) [3]. 15 computational models were made where 4 different shapes of implant were 

used – circle, triangle with fillets, square with fillets and irregular and 3 osteotomy angles, 

ranging from positive, perpendicular to negative. Model was loaded by 50 N force applied in 

the middle of the implant. Mini plates were used as a fixation device. Results showed that 

negative osteotomy angle caused highest stresses in implant, fixators and highest bone strains. 

As the best option circular shape with positive osteotomy angle is considered. Analysis 

suggested that preparing the defect site for the implant is playing a big role for further stress 

lay out. Chamrad, et al (2016) [4] were assessing the inaccuracy of the patient specific 

implant using computational modelling, where bone implant contact interface (BIC) is made 

fitting exactly into the defect and with random inaccuracies in geometry. Results showed that 

manufacturing of the implant should be considered carefully since real case of BIC provided 

higher displacements, stresses and contact pressure. The authors Chamrad, Marcian et al 

(2017) [5] followed this topic also in article comparing 4 different types of fixation devices – 

I, T, X and square. Computational model consisted of cancellous bone inside the cortical 

bone, thread less cylindrical screws and 3 titanium fixators around PMMA implant. A multi-

criteria evaluation approach was chosen by Ridwan-Pramana, Marcian, Borak et al (2017) [6] 

in finite element analysis of large PMMA implant. The paper covers 70 configurations where 

defect size, location and shape were considered. The main variable of interest was location of 

fixation devices across the interface. Additionally, load of 50N was applied at various 

locations on implant. 
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The key factors to have a trustworthy computational model are model of geometry as accurate 

as possible and correctly stated model of material. Since new manufacturing methods, which 

affect both geometry and microstructure are considered for biomedical devices, it requires 

additional study of their interaction with the living tissue. 

Since model of geometry is usually obtained from computer tomography (CT) data, it is 

important to consider aspects of inaccuracies in the calculation. Moreover, increase of usage 

of skull models during the surgery planning can suffer drastically if the models are not 

precise. Van Eijnatten et al (2017) [7] investigated different CT scanners to accuracy of the 

standard tessellation language (STL) models, which were acquired using these data. Four 

types of scanners were used and all CT-based models showed deviations of up to +0.9 mm. 

The similar approach was chosen in article from Huotilainen et al (2014) [8], who were 

comparing the accuracy of three physical models fabricated by 3D printing based on the same 

digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) file. The DICOM file was used to 

generate three STL files, which were used to manufacture the skull models. These physical 

models were scanned afterwards, and differences were compared against the original data set. 

A large margin was observed between all three models, which should raise awareness when 

using these technologies in the medical application. 

Vanderbroucke and Kruth (2007) [9] investigated use of additive manufacturing of bio 

materials by Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Article reported mechanical and chemical 

properties of two biocompatible alloys: TiAl6V4 and CoCrMo. Additionally, authors 

reviewed geometrical feasibility by accuracy and surface roughness. A similar approach can 

be seen in paper from Davey (2017) [10], since his article was comparing different 

manufacturing techniques and their effect on the surface condition. Results showed large 

differences between specimen, especially bead blasting with aluminium oxide Al2O3 is 

considered not safe for medicine use.  

To predict the bone behaviour under loading can be challenging, since obtaining the 

mechanical properties of living tissue is very limited. There are many papers investigating the 

mechanical properties of the cranial bone. Methods to examine Young’s modulus are usually 

three points bending test or tensile test.  From the recent years, there are articles by Rahmoun 

et al (2014) [11] who characterized elastic behaviour of the human bone by three points 

bending test of several parts of cranium, Torimitsu et al (2015) [12], where 912 head samples 

of 114 cadavers were tested using bending machine with flexural strength calculation and 

Boruah et al (2017) [13] which covers testing of 97 bone samples under tensile loading. 

There are also several studies, which are assessing the mechanical properties of the cranial 

implants. Bogu et al (2017) [14] reported a new approach to modelling, where scaffold 

algorithm and meshless method was introduced. The cranial defect was filled with porous 

structure with various levels of porosity. Together 6 types of implants were assessed with one 

being solid and the rest was porous and for each of them two material characteristics were 

considered: titanium alloy and polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK). Implants were loaded by ICP 

in range of 7-15 mmHg. Due to pores, the weight difference is noticeable, however from the 

mechanical point of view, solid titanium showed the best results. If the weight and 

osteointegration is the main subject which matters, PEEK is the better option. The same 

authors also reported computational study (2017) [15], where three types of implant made 

from titanium alloy, PMMA and PEEK are loaded by ICP. Stress-strain analysis was 

conducted using finite element method in Ansys software. The lowest deformation was 

observed on titanium alloy implant and lowest stress on the PEEK implant.  
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Persson et al (2018) [16] were assessing stiffness and strength of the synthetic implant 

compared to autologous bone. They suggested, that implant system should match or supersede 

the mechanical response of the adjacent bone tissue. The study showed that all currently used 

implant materials were able to provide the same stiffness as skull bone. However, specific 

approach should be considered, since every patient’s bone has some different properties. 

There can be seen from the sections above, that development of the new techniques and 

approaches on obtaining the mechanical responses of the cranial system are ongoing, however 

a very few studies are dealing with cranial fixation. There are partial problems which have to 

be solved first, such as accuracy of the implants, material of the implants and last but not 

least, choosing the right cranial fixation type and material. Together with cranioplasty 

complications, a very complex problem situation arises, which offer a big field for research.  

This thesis will evaluate the use of burr hole covers as type of cranial fixation attached to the 

PMMA implant on the defect at the top part of the human skull. Since material characteristics 

of the cranial bone varies through the studies, a one comparative study will be conducted to 

obtain the dependence of the cranial bone Young’s Modulus on the mechanical response of 

the analysed system. In addition, range of ICP values representing various states of 

intracranial hypertension will be applied as loading condition as part of the second 

comparative study to analyse the stress-strain state of the system while pressure is raising. 
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5 SUBSTANTIAL VARIABLES 

Due to the problem complexity, a systematic approach will be used. To obtain the adequate 

solution of the problem, it is important to consider only those variables and connections 

between them, that directly affects the analysed object [17].  

 Following substantial variables are considered in the analysis: 

Ω Object of the study is cranial burr hole cover (BHC) fixator.   

S0 Surrounding represents skull with a defect and implant of selected thickness 

which covers it. 

S1 Topology defines attachment of the three fixators onto the implant and the 

skull. Geometry of the fixators is based on the catalogue information from the  

different surgical component manufacturers. The main features, same for all 

BHC are outer diameter and thickness. The general shape is flat round plate 

with holes for screws sticking out from the main body and laid out 

symmetrically around the fixator. The body itself is different for every piece, 

where uniform cut outs of various shapes are made for each cover.   

S2 Linkage of the object to the surrounding is represented by screws seating 

the fixator directly over the skull-implant interface. 

S3 Object is activated by intracranial pressure (ICP) occurring on the inside 

surface of the skull and implant. Even though the ICP values vary due to 

various aspects, which means they have stochastic character, five values from 

known interval will be used simulating cranial hypertension in various states. 

Additionally, the situation when the head would rest on the outer surface of the 

implant is considered, therefore force acting on implant, directing towards the 

skull is applied. In this case, the force value will be also given 

deterministically, thus problem will be solved as static. 

S4 There are no variables influencing the object from the surrounding. 

S5 The properties of the components are defined as below: 

- material characteristics for bone, implant and fixator defined by Young’s 

Modulus [MPa] and Poisson’s Ratio [-] – linear isotropic model 

- different geometry of the main body for each fixator 

S6 Based on the problem formulation, deformation processes are considered as the 

main processes on the object. 

S7 Behaviour of the object is defined by stress-strain state of fixator, implant and 

 skull. 

S8 Consequence of the object behaviour can be loosening of the implant and  

fixators from the skull and process of bone remodelling. 
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6 ANATOMY OF CRANIO-MAXILOFACIAL SYSTEM 

6.1 BONE STRUCTURE 

Bone is a white, tough connective tissue, which is designed for supportive and protective 

functions [18]. It is built from cells and intercellular matrix. Matrix contains mineralized 

components which carries the hardness and strength while maintaining elasticity of the bone. 

Cells which are used to build the bone are called osteoblasts. These cells produce the main 

components such as collagen, calcium, magnesium and various ions, etc. By surrounding 

themselves by those minerals, they become osteocytes. The function of osteocytes is releasing 

the minerals from the adjacent matrix, therefore contributing to the bone matrix maintenance, 

mostly calcium levels in body fluids.  

Bone tissue is made of irregular woven structure or even layers – lamellae [19]. Based on this 

description, two types of tissue can be distinguished:  fibrillar and lamellar bone. Fibrillar, 

also immature bone occurs in growing skeleton, particularly in fetus. In adults however, there 

are a few places, where fibrillar bone is staying in its original state, for example in the ear 

structure, near cranium sutures and at muscle and ligament insertions. Other than these areas, 

lamellar bone occurs only. 

For all bone shape types, there are two kinds of lamellar bone tissue [18]: 

• cancellous bone tissue (spongy) – network of trabeculae, porous structure; it is less 

dense, softer, weaker, more flexible 

• compact bone tissue – hard dense layer made from osteons – main unit; it 

represents 80% of the human skeleton mass 

Location of the spongy and compact tissue varies based on bone shape. On the one hand, in 

long bones, spongy tissue is mostly in epiphysis (ends of the shaft), while compact tissue is 

present in diaphysis (shaft), although it also covers outer layer of the whole bone. On the 

other hand, in flat bones, spongy part is sandwiched between two layers of compact bone. 

6.2 SKULL 

Skull is made of two types of bones: desmogenic bones, which have origin in ligaments and 

chondrogenic bones, which ossify in the cartilage [18]. Both of them are taking part in the 

production of two main skull components: 

• neurocranium – shell for brain and sensory organs 

• splanchocranium – portion of the skull, which forms the support for the jaws. 

Based on the problem formulation, the object of interest will be neurocranium. 

Neurocranium is formed by calvarium (roof) and a base, which consists of following partial 

bones (Fig. 1) [20]: 

• Calvarium: 

o os frontale 

o os parietale 

o os occipitale 
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• Cranial base: 

o os frontale 

o os spenoidale 

o os ethmoidale 

o os occipitale 

o os parietale 

o os temporale 

 

Fig. 1 Cranium: a) bones of the calvarium; b) bones of the cranial base [20] 

6.3 INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE 

Skull volume of an adult equals to approximately 1700 ml. It consists of brain tissue (80%, 

1400 ml), blood (10%, 150 ml) and cerebrospinal fluid – CSF (10%, 150 ml) [21]. A pressure 

generated by the fluids on the skull inner surface is called intracranial pressure (ICP) and it is 

usually reported in mmHg. (1 mmHg = 133 Pa) It fluctuates during the day and can increase 

in situations like lying down, bending over, sneezing, coughing and changes can be seen also 

by systemic arterial pressure and breathing. In general, value of ICP is changing due to 

change to the brain, blood or CSF volume. Based on the Monro-Kellie [22] doctrine volume 

inside of cranium is fixed and if one of the components increase its volume, it means decrease 

of the others. Unless the intracranial pressure will rise.  

Raised ICP is in the reality a combination of all above mentioned factors. However, if blood 

and CSF volumes increase, there are mechanisms to prevent this behaviour. Decrease of the 

ICP can be done by cerebral autoregulation [23], which means keeping constant blood flow 

through the brain in case of systemic blood pressure changes and following CSF increase. 

Cerebral autoregulation can be described by cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) which is 

calculated difference between mean arterial pressure (MAP) and the ICP. 

𝐶𝑃𝑃 = 𝑀𝐴𝑃 − 𝐼𝐶𝑃 

Compensatory mechanisms can decrease ICP by: 

- decreasing CSF volume  

- decreasing cerebral blood volume 

- increasing cranial volume 

a) b) 
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If mechanism is not adequate, ICP will raise rapidly even with small increase in volume.  

(Fig. 2) As ICP is raising, CPP is decreasing to levels where brain ischaemia can occur and 

further increase of ICP called cerebral herniation can lead to severe disability or death. 

 

Fig. 2 ICP dependence on volume changes [21] 

Physiological values of ICP varies with age and usually are following [21]: 

• adults:  <10-15 mmHg (<1333-2000 Pa) 

• children: 3-7 mmHg (400-933 Pa) 

• infants: 1.5-6 mmHg (200-800 Pa) 

Limiting values of ICP are following: 

• intracranial hypertension:   

o 20-30 mmHg (2670-4000 Pa),  

o considered pathological and requires treatment 

• uncontrolled hypertension:  

o >40 mmHg (5330 Pa);  

o severe injury, which may lead to massive brain herniation and death  

A single ICP measurement can be done by manometer attached to a lumbar puncture needle 

[23]. However, a measurement for 20-30 minutes is more reliable to confirm ICP changes. 

ICP monitors are usually invasively inserted into ventricles or brain parenchyma, but this can 

lead to infection or haemorrhage. Therefore, non-invasive methods were developed [21], such 

as CT scanning, MRI, tympanic membrane displacement or optic nerve sheath diameter 

measurement. 
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7 CRANIOPLASTY 

Cranioplasty is one of the oldest surgical procedure designed to repair skull defect. There 

were many changes in methodology and materials during its existence and all of them were 

trying to find the best way possible to help the patient. It brings back the protective function 

for the brain while keeping aesthetics at a suitable level [24]. 

7.1 HISTORY 

Archaeological findings date the cranioplasty back to 7000 BC [25]. It has been used by many 

civilizations, such as the Incans, the Britons, the Asiatics, the North Africans and Polynesians 

[26]. One of the example from the ancient times can be a Peruvian skull which dates back 

2000 BC where the skull with frontal defect was covered with 1 mm thick gold plate. The 

precious metals were often used for someone important in the society and ordinary people 

would get only something like pumpkin. The look of implant was more important than the 

function of the it [27]. However, Fallopius described the cranioplasty and usage of gold 

plating in 16th century in a different way. He suggested that bone from the defect site can be 

replaced by gold plate only when dura is damaged. The usage of bone grafts was first 

published by van Meekeren [26]. In 1915, Morestin first used cartilage from cadaver, but due 

to its lack of strength and calcification it is not suitable for cranioplasty [28]. Bone from 

cadaveric skull was first used in 1917 by Sicard and Dambrin [29]. The specimen was 

chemically, and heat sterilized, which resulted in thickness reduction with outer layer left, 

which was then perforated and used. However, it has been showed that cadaveric allografts 

are poor option for cranioplasty due to high infection rate. Since then, autologous bone grafts 

and artificial materials were always superior to allografts due to these limitations. 

7.2 DESCRIPTION 

Cranioplasty is usually performed after craniectomy or craniotomy. The most common 

indications are birth defects, infection, cancer, stroke or brain swelling [30]. 

Decompressive craniectomy is a procedure in neurosurgery to improve brain herniation or 

decrease intracranial pressure caused by brain swelling [31]. Patient is placed under local 

anaesthetic during the surgery. The skull defect scalp is cut and removed from the site. It can 

be stored inside the patient’s body, in the pocket in the abdominal wall or frozen and stored in 

the designated tissue bank. A surgery is then conducted in line with the patient indication. 

When ICP gets to stabilized values, the cranioplasty is carried out to protect the brain. The 

time between craniectomy and cranioplasty can vary from a few weeks to even more than 6 

months [32]. 

Previously stored bone flap is a gold standard for reconstruction of the defects. However, an 

infection can occur in the graft making it impossible to use it in reconstruction. Nevertheless, 

storing the flap in abdomen offers a lower infection rate than deep-freeze it [33]. Other option 

is harvesting bones within patient’s skeleton from different location than defect. The 

limitation is a size of the defect, since only small bones can be harvested. This method can be 

applied to small defects or small fractures. 

In case the autologous bone graft is not suitable, a synthetic implant is an alternative. 

However, the time between craniectomy and cranioplasty should be considered while 

choosing the right material. Studies show that spontaneous ossification of the defect site 
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should occur prior to cranioplasty using artificial material, which can take approximately one 

year [34]. 

In case the autologous bone graft can’t be used, artificial materials such as metals, polymers 

and ceramics are considered as an alternative [35].  These implants can be obtained by various 

ways. The most common is to use prefabricated plates of different shapes and sizes which are 

adjusted during the surgery. Even though these implants are “on shelf” material in the 

hospital, the fact they have to be adjusted to specific geometry is making them least precise, 

which can lead to inadequate protection and unpleasant appearance. In the recent years 

however, a patient specific approach got to the attention, where implants are manufactured 

based on the computer tomography (CT) data of specific patient with spatial resolution in the 

range of 400-600 microns with 1 mm thick slices [36]. After processing the CT data into 

Standard Tessellation Language (STL) the implants can be fabricated using either 3D 

printing, selective laser melting (SLM) or subtractive technologies [37]. 

7.3 COMPLICATIONS 

Even though the cranioplasty is a standard procedure following decompressive craniectomy, 

there are cases, where unexpected complications such as infection, convulsions, epidural 

hematoma, haemorrhage or sinking flap syndrome can occur [38] [39]. Additionally, part of 

an unusual complication which can happen is massive brain swelling after cranioplasty 

(MBSC) [40]. In general, complications are happening in about one third of the cases [41]. 

Robles, et al. [42] reviewed cases of unusual cranioplasty complications leading to patients’ 

death. As the main cause was considered MBSC. The search contained all English articles 

from 1960 to August 2017. Several criteria were applied for choosing the paper to be part of a 

review. After final screening, 19 studies describing 26 patients were chosen and analysed. 

Review showed that MBSC is causing high number of mortality and from many factors, 

preoperative sinking of skin flap and intracranial hypotension were in every cases.  

The brain edema and haemorrhage also have a high fatality rate and these complications occur 

mostly right after cranioplasty [38]. They lead to a long-term bone deficient state and 

damaged brain tissue due to no ability to withstand reperfusion. A midline shift can be often 

found in similar cases, which can be described as asymptotic sinking skin flap syndrome [43] 

causing decrease of the ICP, edema and microvascular damage. An example of the midline 

shift and skull depression prior cranioplasty and post-operative complications as edema and 

haemorrhage can be seen in Fig. 3. 

PubMed database was used to conduct meta-analysis of comparison of the implant failure 

rates by Punchak, et al. [44]. The main goal was to compare autologous grafts, titanium 

miniplates versus PEEK cranioplasty. The results based on 183 PEEK cranioplasty patients 

showed that 15.3% had the complications after the surgery and 8.7% had to undergo repairing 

procedure. In comparison to autologous graft, PEEK showed lower complications rates and 

lower implant failure rates in comparison to titanium mesh. 
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Fig. 3 (E) Slight midline shift and depression of the skull prior cranioplasty. (F) Post-

operative complications including edema, hemorrhage right after cranioplasty [38] 

Treatment of the patients with chronic subdural 

hematoma (CSDH) by trephination usually ends with 

unpleasant bone depression at the burr hole area [45]. 

Two types of reconstruction techniques are commonly 

used: absorbable gelatin sponge, so called gelfoam 

packing only (GPO) and titanium burr hole covers 

(BHC). Depression can occur in both cases, however 

using BHC, incidents are at much lower rate. In 

addition, BHC devices can come with a drainage hole 

(Fig. 4) which is a useful feature since, the whole 

surgical procedure can be done during one session. 

The overall efficiency is at BHC site providing also a 

pleasant aesthetic outcome. 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 4 Burr hole cover secured by 

two screws (black arrows) with shunt 

opening (white arrow) [45] 
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8 CRANIAL IMPLANTS 

Cranial implant should meet the following criteria to be suitable to use in cranioplasty [46]: 

• ability to fit the defect as much as possible 

• allowing passage of x-rays 

• resistance to infections 

• avoiding dilatation with heat 

• unaffected by biomechanical processes 

• malleable 

• reasonably priced 

• ready to use 

 

8.1 BONE GRAFTS 

8.1.1 XENOGRAFTS 

Animal bones were used many times during the past to close cranial defects. Dog’s cranial 

bone was used by Meereken in 1682 [47]. The bones were often boiled and perforated prior 

surgery. Marchand in 1901 [28] described usage of animal horns which were well tolerated by 

tissue. However, suitable results were obtained in some cases, xenografts got superseded by 

successful allographs, thus no further study was done. 

8.1.2 ALLOGRAFTS 

In 1915, Morestin used cadaver cartilage as allograft for the first time [48]. Cartilages from 

cadaver were especially popular during the World War I due to their malleability and 

infection resistance. However, because no calcification occurred, thus lack of strength, their 

usage decreased. Cadaveric skull bones were used also, but infection rates were too high even 

after proper sterilization.  

8.1.3 AUTOGRAFTS 

As mentioned in previous chapter, autografts can be used as implants during surgery and since 

it is patient’s own tissue, there is a higher chance of osteointegration than for xenografts or 

allografts [25]. Macawen (1885) and Burrell (1888) [49] used calvarial bone after trepanation. 

Söhr first used technique of bone transplantation where external tabula of cranium was 

harvested without periosteum1. This method, also called split-thickness skull cranioplasty, is 

biocompatible and this kind of harvesting provides less infection risk. Therefore, it is suitable 

in cases, where infection rate is high [50]. Outer table is divided into smaller segments by 

cutting the graft with saw to depth of diploe [51]. Grooves are then deepened till diploe is 

visible, which happens when bone start to bleed. Section of the cranium bone layers with 

cutting tool splitting the calvarium can be seen in Fig. 5. 

                                                 

1 A dense layer of vascular connective tissue enveloping the bones except at the surfaces of the joints. 
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Fig. 5 Split-thickness of calvarium using cutting tool [51] 

Cranial reconstruction done by Exhausen was using tibia pieces placed between periosteum 

and dura mater [52]. However, there is a complicated harvesting process and shape of the tibia 

limits matching the cranial contour. At the beginning of the 20th century, ribs used for 

cranioplasty got popularized, but complications with thorax and respiratory problems 

occurred, therefore method was not preferred by surgeons [53]. Additionally, there are studies 

and reports mentioning usage of scapula, fascia [54], sternum [55] or ilium as grafts to cover 

cranial defect. 

Due to some limitations and complications for autografts mentioned above, autologous bone 

graft, which is previously removed and stored bone flap, is considered as traditional option for 

cranioplasty [24]. Covering defect with patient’s previously sectioned bone tissue is preferred 

due to high rate of acceptance by the host and preserved original skull curvature. It is 

preferred especially in paediatric patients, where bone can be reintegrated during growth [34]. 

Implanted bone flap during cranioplasty can be seen in Fig. 6. 

Method for protection of autografts had to be developed, since the goal is keep the patient’s 

own tissue alive till the reconstruction surgery [25]. Westerman [56] suggested use of implant 

after boiling them in water. This method however showed high infection rates and it was 

abandoned. Another option is to use autoclaving2, but in most cases it was proven that bone 

could not keep its rentability. The most recent procedure is freezing the bone. Temperature of 

-70°C is commonly used. The bone matrix is preserved, which is needed for further 

osteointegration, but deep freezing does not prevent the bone from dying. The last widely 

spread technique to store the cranial bone flap is to use fatty tissue in the abdominal wall, 

which was first demonstrated by Kreider in 1920 [56]. Many studies proved the efficacy, low 

infection rate and cost of storing the flap this way [35]. However, the need of second surgery, 

scars in abdomen tissue and lower osteogenic capacity of bone are considered as limitation. 

Nevertheless, many surgeons still using this technique as first option [25]. 

                                                 

2 steam sterilization 
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Even though the cranioplasty using autologous bone flap is a preferred option, common 

complication is bone resorption, thus breakdown and need for replacement with autograft or 

synthetic material [57]. In paediatric patients, who have to undergo this type of surgery, the 

success rate is high, especially when synthetic material is used over split-thickness bone 

cranioplasty. In general, higher resorption rate occurs when using autologous bone grafts due 

to complications with storage of bone flap mentioned above. In addition, Matsuno et al. [58] 

described that autologous flaps have highest infection rates of 25.9% in comparison with 

synthetic materials. 

 

Fig. 6 Re-implanted autologous bone graft [59] 

 

8.2 SYNTHETIC ALLOGRAFTS 

However, autologous bone graft offers better cosmetic results, lower cost or better bone 

integration, synthetic materials are considered as a good alternative to prevent bone 

resorption, infection, morbidity of donor site or lower malleability for aesthetic contour [60]. 

8.2.1 METALS 

Due metal heat conduction, lack of malleability and radiopacity, there are limitations in its use 

in cranioplasty [25]. In modern times, aluminium was among the first metals used [50]. 

However, there were many situations, where infection occurred during its use. In addition, it 

caused epilepsy and therefore it is no longer used for this purpose. In history, Incas were 

using gold and silver plates in cranioplasty [56]. Even though, the gold could be used today as 

well because it has low complications rates and it is malleable, it is very expensive material. 

Sebileau tried to use silver in 1903, but difficulties while using it were quickly proven, since 

its oxides reacts with tissue. During World War II, there were experiments with tantalum [61], 

but it also had a high obtaining price and it caused headaches due to heat conduction. 

Stainless steel was used for small defects first, but it showed deformities, thus it was not 

suitable for cranial defects [25]. At the beginning of the 20th century, lead was used in 

cranioplasty, but it led to deaths and was quick discovered its toxicity. On the other hand, 

good biocompatibility showed platinum, however it has very high cost and therefore it was 

not widely spread.  
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Titanium and its alloys are different from other metals, due to their biocompatibility, excellent 

resistance to infection and strength and rigidity [58]. It’s a good choice for large defect, since 

it can preserve aesthetic contour. Titanium can be used as a single plate (Fig. 7a) covering the 

whole defect or as a mesh structure (Fig. 7b) supporting the other type of materials [62]. It’s 

widely used material for implants and it’s usually manufactured using rapid prototyping as a 

part of patient specific approach, where it is designed based on the patient’s skull geometry 

[63]. 

 

Fig. 7 a) Titanium plate, b) Titanium mesh [25] 

 

8.2.2 METHYL-METHACRYLATE 

It was developed during World War II in 1939 [61]. Methyl-methacrylate (MMA) is 

polymerized ester of acrylic acid and after animal experiments, it was observed that it adheres 

to dura mater with no reaction [64]. It is easy to shape, lightweight, radiolucent and doesn’t 

conduct heat as metals. It was popularized after Spence article [46] in 1954. From the 

beginning, structural breakdowns occurred, therefore stainless steel or titanium meshes were 

used as supports. In cranioplasty, it’s used in form of a paste [25]. Before implant is set in 

place, adhered scalp is removed from dura and bone interface is cleaned properly. While 

preparing, it creates exothermic reaction which continues even during applying the paste (Fig. 

8), thus implant has to be washed with cold water to prevent damage to the adjacent tissue. 

The implant is then attached to the bone with titanium mini plates. There is a modification 

possible to polymerized version of MMA – polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA), which is 

considered as the most used cranioplasty material [64]. PMMA can be also fabricated by rapid 

prototyping as patient specific implant [65], where the whole implant can be 3D printed or the 

defect is replicated using 3D printer based on the CT data and PMMA is poured into mould, 

where it hardens (Fig. 9) [66]. This process keeps exothermic reaction away from tissue and it 

creates a customized implant, which can be trimmed during surgery. 
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Fig. 8 Applying the PMMA paste into defect [51] 

 

Fig. 9 A) Model of geometry of cranial defect and customized implant, B) 3D printed PLA 

mould, C) PMMA implant poured over the mould, D) attaching implant with titanium mini 

plates. [66] 

 

8.2.3 HYDROXYAPATITE 

Hydroxyapatite consists of hexagonal form of calcium phosphate [67]. Material itself is 

already present in the bone, thus increasement of bone repair is expected while using this sort 

of implants. It doesn’t react with tissue and provides osteointegration. Therefore, it can be 

used successfully in paediatric patients, where it allows skull bone expansion. The main 

disadvantage is its fragile behaviour and low tensile strength [68]. His advantages can be 

employed by adding titanium mesh as support (Fig. 10), which makes the implant more stable 
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and durable. If patient undergoes hydroxyapatite cranioplasty, he should try to avoid trauma 

for at least the bone is repaired [67]. 

 

Fig. 10 Applying hydroxyapatite onto titanium mesh [51] 

 

8.2.4 POLYETHYLENE 

Polyethylene was started being used in cranioplasty from the middle of the 20th century [69]. 

It is easy to shape, especially by heat. If porous, it has good biocompatibility and it adheres to 

tissue mostly without reaction. Additionally, open-pore structure allows early vascularization 

and soft tissue ingrowth closing the defect and preventing it from infections. However, if 

infection still occurs, reoperation is not needed, since systemic antibiotics can be applied as 

treatment [70]. Stryker company developed their own material called Medpor® [71], which 

consists of high-density polyethylene microspheres sintered together creating structure of 

pores around 150 µm in diameter [72], which profits from properties mentioned above. It 

comes as prefabricated off the shelf implant or as customized variant, where patient specific 

geometry is considered. Application of fabricated implant can be seen in Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 11 A) Marking the defect shape, B) Implant secured with titanium miniplates [73] 

 

A B 
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8.2.5 CERAMIC 

Ceramic is being used in cranioplasty only in the recent time [74]. It offers strength and good 

aesthetic results. It is chemically stable and has comparable structure as acrylic [56]. There 

are good results in postoperative conditions, since the infection rate is around 5.9% [58]. The 

usual approach is the fabrication of the customized implant, which is however very costly. 

Other very limiting factor is brittleness of this material [34]. 

8.2.6 POLYETHERETHERKETONE 

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is semi-crystalline polymer with good chemical resistance and 

exceptional mechanical and thermal properties, therefore it’s suitable for a high-quality 

application [75]. It can be sterilized by steam or gamma radiation [76]. They can be fabricated 

by various ways, but nowadays the most commonly used method is manufacturing it as a 

patient specific customized implant. The CT data are used to create a model of geometry of 

skull defect and implant can be designed to fill the defect more accurately than the 

prefabricated version. 3D printing is used for this purpose (Fig. 12). This material offers 

radiolucency, it is nonmagnetic and light in weight, thus very comfortable for patients. 

Despite PEEK’s advantages, manufacturing cost can be high and lack of osteointegration can 

preclude using it in some cases [77]. 

 

Fig. 12 Customized PEEK implant by DePuy Synthes [78] 

 

8.3 FUTURE IMPLANTS 

There are still limitations in accuracy, bone ingrowth and infection rates of cranial implants 

[25]. The use of stem cells is expected as well as addition of morphogenic proteins into the 

implants, which will ensure formation of the osteoprogenitor cells, which are needed for 

osteoinduction, thus they would not have to enter from the adjacent tissue [56]. The bone 

growth factors can be infused into the polymer chains and they could trigger the cellular 

mechanisms to establish the bone regeneration providing immediate skull vault protection. 
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9 CRANIAL FIXATION 

Stabilization of the bone flap was always challenging, and a huge evolution can be seen from 

initially used wire and suture fixation to current fixation plates [79]. Non-absorbable sutures 

were used to attach bone flaps back in place, but the results were inadequate in many 

occasions where functional and aesthetic failures occurred [80]. Surgeons didn’t focus their 

interest on aesthetics aspects, thus fixation technique was not concern, until complex large 

bone flaps became the point of the interest of the neurosurgery [79].  

Following key features should be assessed prior choosing the fixation device [79]: 

• level of rigidity 

• good cosmetic results 

• low profile 

• biocompatibility 

• easy to use 

• low presence of artefacts on CT scan 

• affordable cost 

9.1 FIXATION TYPES 

There are several types of fixation, which are all clinically applied, but each of them provides 

different cranial rigidity and stability of the implant [79]. The common technique is wiring, 

where stainless steel wire is threaded through holes drilled both to cranium and bone flap and 

twisted together afterwards (Fig. 13-right) [81]. Excess parts are cut, and ends are pushed in 

the gap at the flap edge. This method is simple, adequately strong to hold the flap in place and 

quick. It also offers a short healing time [82]. Similar approach is suturing technique  

(Fig. 13-left) [83], which is established for many years, but depression of the flap can occur, 

hence brain tissue can be damaged [84]. 

 

Fig. 13 Left: suturing, Right: wiring technique [84] 

Other option is to use titanium clamps. Shu-Xu et al. [85] compared clamps, suturing and 

wiring and there was a noticeable difference, since applying clamps does not require 

separation of dura from the bone. Estin et al. [81] described the advantages of clamps, such as 

simple to use, faster to apply and their affordable cost. Clamps also provides similar cosmetic 

results as wiring. Titanium clamp consists of two discs on the threaded rod with gap between 

each other. The inner disc of the clamp is inserted partially under the bone and the flap. 

Special tool is then used to push to outer disc towards the inner disc, thus to the bone-flap 
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interface, creating the rigid connection. This process can be seen in Fig. 14. Disadvantage of 

the clamps is presence of the inner disc near the brain tissue which can cause vascular damage 

and bleeding [86]. In addition, the excess rod, which is cut away after the discs are pushed 

together creates a sharp edge which often results in perforation of the sculp.  

 

Fig. 14 Application of the titanium clamp [81] 

Nowadays, titanium mini plates are used more commonly [83]. They were first used in 1991 

and since then, their usage is well established. They provide stable protection to the cranium, 

minimal artefacts on CT scans and improved recovery time. There don’t have to be dissection 

of the dura mater as well [87]. Since mini plates are fabricated in low profile, they offer 

malleability to copy the skull contour and do not stick out much above the bone surface. 

However, there are complications, which can occur within use of mini plates. Some studies 

are reporting pain and discomfort, protrusion of the plates through skin and infection of the 

adjacent tissue [88]. Removal of the mini plate should be considered after any of these 

complications happen. However, there are no exact criteria based on which the re-operation 

should be conducted, therefore it is often up to neurosurgeon and his experience with the 

complication and individual approach to the patient. The cause of the complications is 

sometimes even unknown, i.e. the pain and discomfort are still not well understood, although 

the recommendation is to place the mini plates away from nerves while keeping the same 

level of rigidity of the fixation [89]. 

There are many manufacturers and types of fixation devices varying in size, shape, thickness, 

etc. From all of them, two groups of fixators can be distinguished [79]. One of them is a plate, 

which can be described as narrow strip of titanium with equally distributed holes for screws 

along its length. It comes in various shapes, such as I, X, Y, H, T, L (see Fig. 15, Fig. 16,  

Fig. 17) This is the most common type of fixator. The second group represents burr hole 

cover: flat or curved circular shaped titanium plate with faces for screws sticking out, evenly 

spread around the body. The main differences between each manufacturer are overall 

diameter, specific cutouts inside the circle, number of possible screws and thickness of the 

fixator (see Fig. 18, Fig. 19, Fig. 20). Burr hole covers are designed for burr holes made at the 

beginning of the craniotomy [90]. They offer a good protection against palpable burr holes.  

There are also special types of burr hole covers, which have hole in the middle of the circular 

shape, which is designed to allow passing of ICP monitor shunt or drainage tube  

(Fig. 19-right) [91]. 

All manufacturers use self-tapping and self-drilling screws, which sometimes don’t need pilot 

holes (Fig. 21) [79]. Screws come in different diameters, thread pitch, but the most limiting 

factor is its length, which has to be assessed based on the skull and flap thickness to avoid 

damage of underlying tissue. Each company provides own kit of cranial fixators of different 

thicknesses, shapes and different types of screws with matching screwdrivers (Fig. 22). 
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Fig. 15 Plate fixators by KLS Martin [92] 

 

 

Fig. 16 Plate fixators by DePuy Synthes [93] 

 

 

Fig. 17 Plate fixators by Medtronic [94] 
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Fig. 18 Burr hole covers by KLS Martin [92] 

 

Fig. 19 Burr hole covers by DePuy Synthes. Right – with shunt opening [93] 

 

Fig. 20 Burr hole covers with shunt opening by Medtronic [94] 

 

Fig. 21 Examples of self-drilling screws: 

 A) KLS Martin [92], B) DePuy Synthes [93], C) Medtronic [94] 
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Fig. 22 Fixation kit by Bioplate Neurosurgery [79] 

9.2 SURGICAL TECHNIQUE OF FIXATION 

After choosing the suitable material for the cranial implant, fixation devices have to be picked 

accordingly. The common practise in choosing the number of fixators, size, shape and their 

position is determined them empirically based on the surgeon’s experiences [79]. Usually, 

cranial defects are held by three plates, however in case of larger implants, more plates are 

required to provide the stability.  

After implant and fixators are selected, the preparation phase is held, where fixators are 

shaped to skull contour by using special tools [95]. This has to be done away from the defect 

site, as there can be malposition of the fixator. However, excessive bending could be 

dangerous, since it increases risk of fixator breakage. Implant can be positioned afterwards, 

and holes can be drilled. The diameter of the drill bit depends on the screw sizes. The drill 

speed rate should not exceed 1800 rpm, because generated heat can cause necrosis of the bone 

and soft tissue burn. When the holes are drilled, screws can be attached to the implant and the 

bone. The special self-retaining screwdrivers are used. The shaft of the screwdriver has to be 

placed perpendicular to the bone. There are no given limit values on tightening torques, 

however the screws can’t be overtightened to prevent the damaged thread and bone tissue. 

Therefore, experienced surgeon is required to do this step. After the implant is secured, debris 

from the drilling and screwing have to be removed. This technique of fixation can be applied 

both, on bone flap and synthetic implant. However, there is also option to attach the fixators 

prior the skull craniotomy [91]. After drilling the burr holes to enter the skull vault and 

partially connected them, burr hole covers can be temporally placed over the holes and 

secured with screws. After this temporal anchoring, screws and the bone side can be removed, 

and burr hole covers are rotated onto the flap. The craniotomy can be completed, and vault is 

opened for surgical procedure. When defect can be closed, the flap with attached covers is set 

in place and covers are rotated on the original spots. Everything is secured with screws again 

in the previously drilled holes. This procedure requires autologous bone graft to be placed 

back to the defect. In case, the synthetic flap is used in cranioplasty, it is suggested to secure 

the fixators onto the implant first (Fig. 23) [95]. The flap can be then positioned into the 

defect and plates are secured with self-drilling screws (Fig. 24). 
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Fig. 23 Attaching the fixators to the flap [95] 

 

Fig. 24 A) positioning of the implant to the defect, B) securing the implant with screws [95] 

  

  

A B 
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10 SOLUTION METHOD 

Based on the chapter 5, it can be seen, that input variables are causal therefore problem is 

considered as direct. To obtain deformation processes and resulting stress-strain states, 

experimental or computational modeling can be used. Because of no possibility to use 

experimental modeling on living tissue, a computational modeling was chosen. 

Computational model contains model of geometry, model of material and model of boundary 

conditions. 

11 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

11.1 MODEL OF GEOMETRY 

Three burr hole cover (BHC) fixators were chosen for the analysis from following medical 

device companies, with abbreviations in parentheses as they will be used in rest of the 

document: KLS Martin (KLS), DePuy Synthes (DEPUY), Mectalent Medical Services 

(MMS). One additional fixator, plate by KLS Martin (PLATE) was chosen as a back-to-back 

analysis, since model of geometry of this fixator is often used in studies by many authors at 

Institute of Solid Mechanics, Mechatronics and Biomechanics (ISMMB) at Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering of the Brno University of Technology. The plate fixator (Fig. 25) 

was provided by Dr. Jan Wolff from VU University Medical Center in Amsterdam, therefore 

the model of geometry comes from the real specimen. Model of geometry of burr hole covers 

KLS and DEPUY comes from catalogue of medical devices used in cranio-maxillo-facial 

surgery, which are available on companies’ webpages [92], [93]. Model of geometry of burr 

hole cover MMS is based on the photograph captured at the science conference and provided 

by Ing. Jakub Chamrad. 

The difference between the BHCs is geometry inside of the main circular shape and number 

of holes for fixation screws. The outer diameter of circular shape, thickness and geometry of 

the small brackets for screw holes were unified for all three fixators. The outer diameter of 

circular shape is 17 mm, thickness is 0.6 mm, outer diameter of the screw hole bracket is 3 

mm and hole diameter for screw is 1.4 mm.    

The basic dimensions of the plate fixator and BHC can be seen in Fig. 26. 

 

Fig. 25 Real specimen available at ISMMB 
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Fig. 26 Basic dimensions of BHC and plate fixators 

Model of geometry of four analysed fixators can be seen in Fig. 27. 

 

Fig. 27 Model of geometry of three burr hole covers and one plate fixators 

Model of geometry of the skull with no defect (Fig. 28) was provided by supervisor of this 

thesis Ing. Petr Marcián, Ph.D. This model was created using STL Model Creator from CT 

files. Cranial defect was created afterwards in the left parietal bone, with small area extending 

to frontal bone (Fig. 29). GOM Inspect (GOM GmbH) freeware was used for this purpose. 

Area of the desired defect was selected and removed, creating two bone tables, outer cranial 

table outside the brain and table adjacent to dura mater, respectively. The points between were 

made using bridge tool, which allowed to create a cutting edge of the cranial defect varying in 

angulation (Fig. 29). 

 

Fig. 28 STL model of skull with no defect 
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Fig. 29 Left parietal-frontal cranial defect and separated defect with edge angulation  

Defect site was then separated from the skull and exported to the CATIA software, where 

point cloud was transformed into surface object. Surface generated from CATIA software was 

transferred into SolidWorks as iges format. Surface offset of 0.6 mm provided a cutting 

feature, creating the cranial defect on the solid object (Fig. 30). 

 

 

Fig. 30 Creation of cranial defect in SolidWorks 

Cranial implant was made afterwards covering the whole defect area without gaps. The 

thickness of the implant is 2.5 mm (Fig. 31), which was chosen based on the lowest thickness 

of the skull at defect site. 

 

Fig. 31 Implant thickness in comparison to bone thickness 

skull 

 

defect 

 

defect surface 
offset 
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Series of three fixators were chosen as fixation of the cranial implant, with centre of each 

fixator placed exactly at the bone-implant interface. Covers were equally spread around the 

implant edge by 120 degrees (Fig. 32). Fixators were modelled with respect of contour of the 

cranium (Fig. 33).  

 

Fig. 32 Skull with cranial implant and three fixators 

 

Fig. 33 Fixator modelled with respect of contour of the cranium 

Micro screws were used to stabilize the fixators to the cranial bone and implant. In each case, 

every hole of fixator was used for attachment by screws from KLS Martin [92]. The length of 

each screw was 2 mm, which was based on the thicknesses of the cranium and the implant. 

Since considering of the thread on all screws in the complete skull model is demanding on the 

computational time and sources, two level approach was chosen. First level consisted of 

coarse model of the skull with applied implant, fixators and screws without thread, which 

means they are simplified and only having cylinder of specified diameter instead (Fig. 35-

left). Second level represents small predefined section area around fixator with applied screws 

with micro thread, which design derived from physical specimen available at ISMMB (Fig. 

35-right). This method is based on the Saint Venant’s principle; therefore distance of section 

borders must be chosen wisely to not interrupt the results at the thread site. Fully description 

of the so-called submodeling method is based in result chapter 12. 
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Fig. 34 Real specimens of micro screw by KLS Martin [92] with mean diameter of 0.8 mm 

 

Fig. 35 Left: simplified screw without thread; right: screw with thread and their basic 

dimensions 

Since KLS has different number of holes for screws than DEPUY and MMS, it was decided 

to keep three holes always on the bone side, leaving only two holes on the implant side for 

KLS instead of three in other cases. The same number of screws was applied at both side of 

the interface for PLATE fixator. All fixator variants as they are applied over bone-implant 

interface together with defined areas for mesh sizing and sub modelling can be seen in Fig. 

36. 
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Fig. 36 Analysed fixators applied over BIC 

Prepared models of geometry were imported into Ansys Workbench 18.2. 

 

11.2 MODEL OF MATERIAL 

Based on the research, material of the all components in the system was considered as 

homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic. Bone is represented only by compact bone tissue 

[3]. There are lot of different studies reporting bone Young’s modulus with various results, 

hence four different values ranging from 4 to 15 GPa were chosen and comparative study was 

conducted. Fixators and micro screws are made of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V. PMMA was 

chosen for implant material, since it is commonly used in cranioplasty [24]. Mechanical 

properties of the above-mentioned materials can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1 Mechanical properties of bone, fixators and implant 

Material Young‘s modulus [MPa] Poisson’s ratio [-] 

Compact Bone 
4130 

[11] 

8000 

[96] 

12000  

[13] 

15000 

[97] 
0.3 [98] 

Ti6Al4V [99] 110000 0.3 

PMMA [100] 3000 0.38 

 

KLS DEPUY 

MMS PLATE 

implant 

bone 

implant 

bone 

implant 

bone 

implant 

bone 
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11.3 MODEL OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The solution of the computational model using finite element analysis requires unambiguous 

determination of entities in space. Since the skull model consists of top part of the human 

skull, the ideal place to define degree-of-freedom constraints is the section face, which was 

delivered by fixed support (Fig. 38). Loading conditions were acquired by applying pressure 

onto the internal surfaces of the skull and the implant, which represents intracranial pressure 

(Fig. 39-left). The nominal physiological values are between 10 to 15 mmHg [22], which 

usually doesn’t cause any issues to the skull vault, however in case of cranial implant in place, 

pressure acting on the implant can cause its displacement. Moreover, if the ICP values get to 

the higher levels, even bigger loads start to act on the implant. To assess the mechanical 

response of the skull with implant under different loading conditions caused by ICP, five 

values of intracranial pressure were chosen to mimic transition from mild cranial hypertension 

to severe hypertension. Loading values of ICP in mmHg, kPa and corresponding level of 

hypertension can be seen in Fig. 37.  

 

Fig. 37 Loading values of intracranial pressure 

Additionally, cases when head is resting in the palm of the hand or on the object were 

demonstrated by applied force on the outer surface of the implant at pre-defined area (Fig. 39-

right). The force value was derived from weight of the head, which is approximately 5 kg 

[101], so the applied force was 50 N and it was applied on area of 317.21 mm2. There was 

always alternation of the applied loading conditions, where only ICP was acting on the 

system, or combination of the ICP and force occurred. 

 

Fig. 38 Fixed support applied on the section face 
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Fig. 39 Loading conditions: left – ICP, right – force 

To fully defined connections between the entities, contact pairs of two types were created. 

First, contact type frictional, which represents sliding of the connecting geometries at certain 

level defined by friction coefficient. Secondly, type bonded, which can be described as no 

sliding or separation between two units. 

Frictional type was considered between these entities (Fig. 40, Fig. 41, Fig. 42): 

• fixator – screw head 

• fixator – bone 

• fixator – implant 

• bone – implant 

 

A conservative friction coefficient of 0.01 was chosen for these pairs, since it allows more 

sliding in the system, hence bigger deformations can be obtained. 

Since cylinders on screws in connection with holes would not have hold the fixator in place as 

thread would do it, it required to defined them stable, with no movement allowed. Following 

pairs were set as bonded accordingly (Fig. 43): 

• screw cylinder – bone 

• screw cylinder – implant 

 

Fig. 40 Frictional contact pair: fixator – screw head 

ICP 

F 
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Fig. 41 Frictional contact pair: fixator – implant / bone 

 

 

Fig. 42 Frictional contact pair: bone – implant 

 

Fig. 43 Bonded contact pair: screw cylinder – bone / implant 

11.4 MODEL OF DISCRETIZATION 

After model of geometry was imported into Ansys Workbench, same software was used to 

generate finite element mesh. All contact pair surfaces were refined by smaller element size, 

as well as areas around the fixator, screws, bone-implant interface and geometrical features at 

fixator. Quadratic element type SOLID187 was used to discretize all bodies and contact 

elements CONTA174 with TARGE160 were used on the respective contact surfaces. Element 

sizing at defined areas can be seen in Table 2. Number of elements of coarse models varies 

for each fixator type, with minimum of 214420 elements for PLATE to maximum of 499670 

for MMS fixator. Number of nodes for corresponding model is 363373 and 790908, 

respectively. 
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Table 2 Element size of defined entities 

Entity Element size [mm] 

Fixator 0.2 

Screw 0.25 

Contact face at bone side 0.9 

Contact face at implant side 0.9 

Hole for screw 0.25 

Bone-implant interface 0.4 

 

 

Fig. 44 Final FE mesh of coarse model with KLS fixator 

 

 

Fig. 45 Detail of the FE mesh of DEPUY fixator 
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11.5 NOMENCLATURE 

Due to the fact of different types of fixator, material properties and loading conditions in the 

computational model, following nomenclature (Fig. 46) was established to specify each 

configuration. Four-entities code consists of fixator type, value of bone Young’s modulus, 

value of ICP and the presence of the force.   

 

Fig. 46 Nomenclature of analysed variants 

It has to be noted that ICP variation was calculated only for bone Young’s modulus  

E = 4130 MPa and variation of Young’s modulus was calculated only for ICP = 30 mmHg 

(4.00 kPa). Alternation of the loading between ICP and ICP+F was applied on all these cases. 

There were 16 configurations for each fixator type. Additionally, positions of the fixator were 

labelled to identify each piece in the results as seen in Fig. 47. 

 

Fig. 47 Fixator position labels 

 

FIX01 

FIX02 

FIX03 
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All results relevant to fixators and their position will be displayed as applied on the bone – 

implant interface, where top side will be bone and bottom side will be implant area (Fig. 48). 

    

Fig. 48 Display of fixators at corresponding positions 

When fixator results are displayed, the bottom face of the fixator is always showed  

(Fig. 49-Right). 

 

Fig. 49 Left - top face of the fixator; Right - bottom face of the fixator 

11.6 SOLVER SETTINGS 

PCG solver was chosen for all computational models and the tolerance value was adjusted to 

1.0e-4 to decrease the solving times. Analysis consisted of one load step at which load of 

constant value was fully employed. Solution was done on the computer with Intel Core i7 

processor, 3.20 GHz, 12 GB RAM, available at the Institute of solid mechanics, mechatronics 

and biomechanics and it was provided by supervisor of this thesis Ing. Petr Marcián, Ph.D.  

As mentioned, each variant of fixator type included 16 analysis, which made 64 analysis of all 

variants. The average solving time for one analysis was 1 hour and 32 minutes, which means 

98 hours and 35 minutes in total. 

  

FIX 03 FIX 02 FIX 01 BONE BONE BONE 

IMPLANT IMPLANT IMPLANT 
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12 RESULTS PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

To assess stress-strain state of the analysed system, equivalent stress in fixators, equivalent 

stress in implant, equivalent strain in bone and directional deformation of the implant were 

evaluated. 

To analyse strain in bone, Frost hypothesis – Mechanostat [102] is commonly used in 

literature [103], [104], [105]. It is based on the assumption, which describes the production 

and resorption of the bone mass under loading. Strain is usually reported in  με (micro-strain). 

Frost estimated that 1000 με = 0.1% of strain, which means that ε = 0.001 [−]. 

There are four stages, where bone can operate based on the experiment. In Fig. 50, each is 

represented by different background colour. 

• 0 – 50 με  unloaded state, bone density is decreasing 

• 50 – 1500 με  physiological loading, healthy state 

• 1500 – 3000 με moderate overloading, bone density is increasing 

• 3000 – 25000 με  pathological overloading, rapid bone growth leading to fracture 

There are two main areas in this range; bone is remodelling under 1500 με and bone is 

growing over 1500 με. 

 

Fig. 50 Bone mass dependency under loading based on Frost 

12.1 MECHANICAL RESPONSE DEPENDENCE ON ICP 

To assess the dependency of the mechanical response of the system, equivalent (von Mises)  

stress [MPa] in fixators, equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in implant, directional 

deformation [mm] of the implant and equivalent (von Mises) strain [-] in skull were 

evaluated, when loaded by five different intracranial pressure values. 
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12.1.1 EQUIVALENT STRESS IN FIXATORS 

Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in all three fixators applied on the skull-implant interface 

were evaluated for both loading conditions; ICP only and ICP+F respectively. Von Mises 

stress isolines for all variants of fixation position under ICP only and ICP+F loading 

conditions are displayed in Fig. 51 to Fig. 56. All results are reported within the same colour 

scale. 

The lowest von Mises stress for FIX 01 from all configurations loaded by ICP only was 

observed in KLS burr hole cover with value 31 MPa under 20 mmHg of ICP (Fig. 51). The 

highest value of von Mises stress at FIX 01 location was in PLATE fixator under 40 mmHg 

with value 160 MPa. 

The lowest von Mises stress for FIX 02 from all configurations loaded by ICP only was 

observed in KLS burr hole cover with value of 39 MPa under 20 mmHg of ICP (Fig. 52). The 

highest value of von Mises stress at FIX 02 location was in PLATE fixator under 40 mmHg 

with value 169 MPa. 

The lowest von Mises stress for FIX 03 from all configurations loaded by ICP only was 

observed in KLS burr hole cover with value of 33 MPa under 20 mmHg of ICP (Fig. 53). The 

highest value of von Mises stress at FIX 02 location was in PLATE fixator under 40 mmHg 

with value 181 MPa. 

When loading conditions consist of ICP+F, the lowest value of von Mises stress for FIX 01 

position was in DEPUY at 25, 35 and 40 mmHg with value 32 MPa (Fig. 54). The highest 

von Mises stress for FIX 01 was in MMS at 40 mmHg with value 89 MPa.  

The lowest value of von Mises stress for FIX 02 position was in KLS at 25 mmHg with value 

34 MPa (Fig. 55). The highest value of von Mises stress was in MMS at 35 and 40 mmHg 

with value 58 MPa. 

The lowest value of von Mises stress for FIX 03 position was in DEPUY at 35 mmHg with 

value 21 MPa (Fig. 56). The highest value of von Mises stress was in MMS at 40 mmHg with 

value 48 MPa and the same result was observed for PLATE at 20 mmHg. 

While loading by ICP only, von Mises stress value rises together with ICP increasements for 

all types of fixators at all three positions. If the system is loaded by ICP+F, the highest values 

of von Mises stress are at 20 mmHg loading conditions. With ICP increasement, the von 

Mises stresses lowers slightly for all fixator types. This occurred due to the fact, that force 

with value of 50 N is dominant load, however increasement of the pressure decreases absolute 

loads applied on the system. 

The highest stresses in fixator occurred in variants loaded by ICP only. None of these values 

did not exceed the yield stress for titanium alloy, which is 825 MPa [99]. 

Summary of the von Mises stresses in fixators for all three positions, loaded by both 

mentioned combinations for each ICP value can be seen from Fig. 57 to Fig. 61.  
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Fig. 51 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in fixators at position FIX 01 under ICP 
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Fig. 52 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in fixators at position FIX 02 under ICP 
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Fig. 53 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in fixators at position FIX 03 under ICP 
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Fig. 54 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in fixators at position FIX 01 under ICP+F 
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Fig. 55 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in fixators at position FIX 02 under ICP+F 
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Fig. 56 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in fixators at position FIX 03 under ICP+F 
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Fig. 57 Von Mises stress [MPa] for fixators at 20 mmHg 

 
Fig. 58 Von Mises stress [MPa] for fixators at 25 mmHg 

 
Fig. 59 Von Mises stress [MPa] for fixators at 30 mmHg 
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Fig. 60 Von Mises stress [MPa] for fixators at 35 mmHg 

 

 
Fig. 61 Von Mises stress [MPa] for fixators at 40 mmHg 
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12.1.2 EQUIVALENT STRESS IN IMPLANT 

Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in implant was evaluated for both loading conditions; 

ICP only and ICP+F respectively. All respective stress results can be seen in Fig. 64 and Fig. 

65, where stress isolines for each configuration were evaluated within same colour scale. 

Since coarse model contains cylinders as screws with bonded contact type, they act as the 

stress concentrators very well, which doesn’t allow to easily analyse behaviour of the implant 

itself. Faces and corresponding holes from screws where avoided in this analysis. 

The minimal von Mises stress in implant was observed with KLS and DEPUY fixator at 20 

mmHg with value 0.6 MPa (Fig. 64). The maximal von Mises stress in implant occurred with 

PLATE fixator with value 2.6 MPa. The differences of maximum values of stress between 

each configuration are up to 77%. 

In case the ICP was applied together with force, the lowest von Mises stress was observed in 

implant with KLS burr hole cover with value 3.6 MPa at 40 mmHg (Fig. 65). The highest von 

Mises stress occurred in implant with PLATE fixator with value 5.7 MPa at 20 mmHg. The 

differences of maximum values of stress between each configuration is up to 36%, which is 

caused by dominant force acting on the system. Similar trend as at stress in fixators can be 

seen here, where increasement of the pressure decreased stress in implant. 

To compare the maximum values of von Mises stress in implant for each fixator type and 

loading conditions, colour gradient scale based on the lowest and highest value was applied 

and the resulting scale can be seen in Fig. 62 and Fig. 63. The red colour means highest value 

and green colour means lowest value. 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20 0.6 0.6 1.6 1.6 

E4-ICP25 0.7 1.1 1.7 1.7 

E4-ICP30 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.9 

E4-ICP35 1.1 1.7 1.9 2.2 

E4-ICP40 1.3 1.9 2.3 2.6 

Fig. 62 Maximum values of von Mises stress [MPa] in implant under ICP 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20 4.0 5.2 5.2 5.7 

E4-ICP25 3.9 5.1 5.1 5.5 

E4-ICP30 3.8 5.0 5.0 3.7 

E4-ICP35 3.7 4.9 5.0 5.1 

E4-ICP40 3.6 4.8 4.9 4.9 

Fig. 63 Maximum values of von Mises stress [MPa] in implant under ICP+F 

Summary of the von Mises stresses in implant loaded by both mentioned combinations for 

each ICP value can be seen in  Fig. 66  to  Fig. 70 .  
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Fig. 64 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in implant under ICP 

[MPa] 
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Fig. 65 Equivalent (von Mises) stress [MPa] in implant under ICP+F 
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Fig. 66 Von Mises stress [MPa] in implant at 20 mmHg 

 

Fig. 67 Von Mises stress [MPa] in implant at 25 mmHg 

 

Fig. 68 Von Mises stress [MPa] in implant at 30 mmHg 
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Fig. 69 Von Mises stress [MPa] in implant at 35 mmHg 

 

Fig. 70 Von Mises stress [MPa] in implant at 40 mmHg 
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12.1.3 DIRECTIONAL DEFORMATION OF IMPLANT 

To assess the displacement of the implant under loading by both, ICP and ICP+F, local 

coordinate system (CS) was established for this purpose. The centre of the CS was placed in 

the middle of the circular area, where force was applied on the outer surface of the implant 

(Fig. 71). The deformation was evaluated in x-axis of this CS, where X-axis was set in the 

direction the applied force, since dominant deformation was expected in this direction. 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 71 Local coordinate system established on the implant surface 

In first case of loading conditions, where ICP only is acting on the system, maximum 

displacement of the implant occurred at configuration with DEPUY at 40 mmHg with 

absolute value 0.124 mm. The minimum displacement of the implant was observed in the 

variant with KLS fixator at 20 mmHg with absolute value 0.041 mm. Absolute values are 

listed due to CS orientation, which is opposite to pressure direction, therefore the highest 

deformation is evaluated based on the minimum values of directional deformation in the 

implant. In second case of loading conditions, where ICP and force are both applied on the 

system, maximum displacement of the implant is observed in the variant with MMS fixator at 

20 mmHg with value 0.064 mm. The minimum displacement of the implant was in cases for 

KLS at 30, 35 and 40 mmHg and DEPUY at 40 mmHg the same, with value 0.059 mm.  

Respective colour gradient maps of maximum displacement of the implant for ICP and ICP+ 

F loading conditions can be seen in Fig. 72 and Fig. 73. 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20 -0.041 -0.045 -0.062 -0.062 

E4-ICP25 -0.052 -0.056 -0.078 -0.077 

E4-ICP30 -0.062 -0.067 -0.094 -0.092 

E4-ICP35 -0.072 -0.078 -0.109 -0.107 

E4-ICP40 -0.082 -0.088 -0.124 -0.122 

Fig. 72 Minimum values of directional deformation [mm] in implant under ICP 
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KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20-F 0.060 0.061 0.064 0.062 

E4-ICP25-F 0.060 0.060 0.064 0.062 

E4-ICP30-F 0.059 0.060 0.064 0.061 

E4-ICP35-F 0.059 0.060 0.063 0.061 

E4-ICP40-F 0.059 0.059 0.063 0.061 

Fig. 73 Maximum values of directional deformation [mm] in implant under ICP+F 

Even though the CS is oriented in the force direction and maximum values are positive for 

ICP+F loading, there are places on the implant with negative directional deformation. To 

obtain the absolute deformation of the implant in the CS, absolute values where combined 

together and colour gradient scale was applied (Fig. 74). Maximum absolute direction 

deformation occurred in implant with PLATE with value 0.095 mm. The lowest deformation 

can be observed in implant with DEPUY with value 0.078 mm. 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20-F 0.080 0.078 0.090 0.090 

E4-ICP25-F 0.081 0.078 0.091 0.091 

E4-ICP30-F 0.081 0.078 0.092 0.092 

E4-ICP35-F 0.082 0.079 0.092 0.093 

E4-ICP40-F 0.083 0.079 0.093 0.095 

Fig. 74 Absolute values of directional deformation [mm] in implant under ICP+F 

All results of directional deformation of the implant for ICP and ICP+F loading condition 

regarding the displacement pattern can be seen in Fig. 75 and Fig. 76. 
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Fig. 75 Directional deformation [mm] in implant under ICP 

[mm] 
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Fig. 76 Directional deformation [mm] in implant under ICP+F 

[mm] 
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 Since, there are three fixators attached to the implant, directional deformation was also 

evaluated at the places under each fixation device (Fig. 77) to assess, which fixator allowed 

the highest implant displacement. The nodes at the edge of the implant under centre of 

fixators were chosen. Above mentioned CS was used for evaluation. 

 

Fig. 77 Position of the evaluation points for directional deformation [mm] 

The highest absolute value of directional deformation can be observed in implant with MMS 

fixator at FIX 03 position with absolute value 0.038 mm. The lowest deformation was 

allowed by KLS fixator at FIX 02 position with absolute value 0.003 mm. FIX 03 position 

employed highest deformation for KLS, DEPUY and MMS, however for PLATE, the highest 

directional deformation was observed at FIX 01 position. All results can be seen in colour 

gradient scale map in Fig. 78. 

  

E4-ICP20 E4-ICP25 E4-ICP30 E4-ICP35 E4-ICP40 

FIX 01 

KLS -0.004 -0.005 -0.006 -0.007 -0.008 

DEPUY -0.006 -0.008 -0.009 -0.011 -0.012 

MMS -0.012 -0.015 -0.018 -0.021 -0.024 

PLATE -0.012 -0.015 -0.018 -0.021 -0.024 

FIX 02 

KLS -0.003 -0.004 -0.005 -0.005 -0.006 

DEPUY -0.006 -0.007 -0.008 -0.010 -0.011 

MMS -0.014 -0.017 -0.020 -0.024 -0.027 

PLATE -0.010 -0.012 -0.015 -0.017 -0.019 

FIX 03 

KLS -0.007 -0.008 -0.010 -0.011 -0.013 

DEPUY -0.011 -0.014 -0.017 -0.019 -0.022 

MMS -0.019 -0.024 -0.029 -0.033 -0.038 

PLATE -0.009 -0.011 -0.013 -0.015 -0.017 

Fig. 78 Colour map of directional deformation [mm] at points under fixation devices 
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To describe the dependency of directional deformation on intracranial pressure, line charts for 

each fixation device were prepared. The maximum values correspond with the section above. 

The increasement of the deformation of the implant is different for each fixator. The highest 

inclination can be seen for MMS fixator at all three positions, while the lowest inclination can 

be seen for KLS fixator. All results for directional deformation at three different points under 

fixators can be seen in Fig. 79 to Fig. 81. 

 
Fig. 79 Directional deformation [mm] dependence on ICP at FIX 01 

 
Fig. 80 Directional deformation [mm] dependence on ICP at FIX 02 

 
Fig. 81 Directional deformation [mm] dependence on ICP at FIX 03  
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12.1.4 EQUIVALENT STRAIN IN SKULL 

Equivalent (von Mises) strain was evaluated in the holes in skull bone. This von Mises strain 

can be compared to Frost hypothesis. All variants showed pathological overloading, since 

they all exceeded strain value  3 × 10−3. It has to be mentioned, that these values are present 

in holes of coarse models, where only cylindrical shaped screws were bonded to the skull. 

However, if the micro screws are made from titanium, osteointegration can happen between 

the bone and titanium and computational model with bonded contact can correspond with this 

behaviour at some level. Moreover, comparison of von Mises strain values and patterns can 

be done for each fixator type and value of ICP.  

The lowest von Mises strain for ICP loading only was observed in bone with  KLS fixator 

with value  3.6 × 10−3 [-]. The highest von Mises strain occurred in skull with MMS fixator 

with value  30 × 10−3 [-]. In case of ICP+F loading conditions, highest value was evaluated 

in variant with MMS fixator with value 8.4 × 10−3 [-] and lowest value in variant with KLS 

with value 3.6 × 10−3 [-]. The highest von Mises strain mostly occurred is screw hole near 

the edge of the bone – implant interface. Respective colour scale maps for ICP and ICP+F 

loading conditions can be seen in Fig. 82 and Fig. 83. Values are in format x10−3 [-]. 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20 3.6 6.5 15.1 7.9 

E4-ICP25 4.5 8 18.8 7.5 

E4-ICP30 5.4 9.7 22.6 12 

E4-ICP35 6.3 11.1 26.2 11 

E4-ICP40 7.2 12.8 30 16 

Fig. 82 Von Mises strain [-] in bone under ICP loading 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

E4-ICP20-F 3.6 4.9 7.5 4.3 

E4-ICP25-F 3.7 4.6 7.7 3.6 

E4-ICP30-F 3.7 5.1 7.9 4.7 

E4-ICP35-F 3.8 4.8 8.1 3.8 

E4-ICP40-F 3.8 5.3 8.4 5 

Fig. 83 Von Mises strain [-] in bone under ICP+F  loading 

All results of von Mises strain [-] for ICP and ICP+F loading conditions with corresponding 

position of maximum value occurrence labelled with arrow mark can be seen in Fig. 84 to 

Fig. 93. Results are divided based on the ICP value and force presence. 
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Fig. 84 Equivalent strain in skull @ 20 mmHg 
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Fig. 85 Equivalent strain in skull @ 25 mmHg 

[-] 

[-] 
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Fig. 86 Equivalent strain in skull @ 30 mmHg 
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Fig. 87 Equivalent strain in skull @ 35 mmHg 

[-] 
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Fig. 88 Equivalent strain in skull @ 40 mmHg 
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Fig. 89 Equivalent strain in skull @ 20 mmHg with force 
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Fig. 90 Equivalent strain in skull @ 25 mmHg with force 
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Fig. 91 Equivalent strain in skull @ 30 mmHg with force 
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Fig. 92 Equivalent strain in skull @ 35 mmHg with force 
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Fig. 93 Equivalent strain in skull @ 40 mmHg with force 
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12.2 MECHANICAL RESPONSE DEPENDENCE ON BONE YOUNG’S 

MODULUS 

To assess the dependence of the mechanical response of the system on bone Young’s 

modulus, presentation of the coarse model results will be omitted, due to fact, that screws are 

modelled as cylinders and they act as a significant stress concentrator. Results from 

submodeling will be used instead, since geometry of the micro thread affect the stress-strain 

state.  

12.2.1 SUBMODELING 

To obtain mechanical response of the detailed components, such as screws with micro 

threads, submodeling is convenient way. This method is based on the Saint Venant’s 

principle, where the force system can be substituted with an equivalent system in smaller 

scale and stress in submodel matches the stress in coarse model except of the area surrounding 

the submodel [106]. 

The first case for recalculation with micro screws, where submodeling will be employed is for 

variants with most deformed and stressed fixators. Based on the coarse model results, the 

most severe loading condition occurred under ICP only with value 40 mmHg. FIX 02 position 

was chosen for KLS and MMS fixators and FIX 03 position was chosen for DEPUY and 

PLATE fixators, since at this place the corresponding coarse model showed highest 

deformation and stress. Cut out around the fixators were made with sufficient distance to the 

screw holes so that results are not influenced by boundary conditions (Fig. 94). Micro screws 

were added instead of cylinders and contact pair was substituted by frictional type. However, 

due to very high demand on computational resources in case of frictional contact pair only, 

bottom face of each screw was bonded to the bone as a simplification, since no relative 

movement was expected between these components. Displacement boundary conditions were 

applied on the section cut areas of bone and implant from corresponding coarse models (Fig. 

95, Fig. 96). 

 

Fig. 94 Submodel cut out from DEPUY coarse model and micro screw 
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Fig. 95 Displacement boundary condition applied on the bone cut out face for KLS fixator 

 

Fig. 96 Displacement boundary condition applied on the implant cut out face for KLS fixator 

Following variables were evaluated for submodel calculation under 40 mmHg of ICP. 

The highest von Mises stress was observed in PLATE fixator with value 69 MPa. The lowest 

von Mises stress occurred in KLS fixator with value 13 MPa. Von Mises stress in screws 

were evaluated and the screw with the maximum stress is displayed in the results. The 

position of the screw regarding the whole system is indicated by grey arrow next to the 

corresponding fixator type. The maximum value of von Mises stress in screws is 66 MPa for 

PLATE fixator, the minimum value of stress can be observed for KLS fixator with value 17 

MPa. Equivalent strain was evaluated based on the same principle as screws. The most 

strained hole is indicated by grey arrow next to corresponding fixator type. If the values are 

compared based on Frost hypothesis, none of them exceeded pathological overloading, 

however the maximum value of equivalent strain for MMS fixator with value  2.0 × 10−3 [-] 

exceeded the limiting value 1.5 × 10−3[-], which represents the end of physiological loading. 

Other three fixators did not exceed this value. The lowest equivalent strain was observed for 

DEPUY fixator with value 0.6 × 10−3 [-]. Total deformation was evaluated, and the 

maximum deformation occurred for MMS fixator with value 0.1 mm. Total deformation 

results are magnified 55 times. All results can be seen in Fig. 97. Summary of the 

submodeling results for -E4-ICP40 can be seen in Fig. 98 and Fig. 99. 
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Fig. 97 Submodel evaluation for -E4-ICP40 
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Fig. 98 von Mises stress [MPa] for fixators - left and most stressed screw - right 

 

Fig. 99 Von Mises strain [-] for bone tissue 

The second case, where submodeling was used is assessment of the mechanical response 

dependence on the bone Young’s modulus (E). Four variants from each fixator type with E 

varying from 4 to 15 GPa were chosen for recalculation. Equivalent (von Mises) stress in the 

fixator and equivalent (von Mises) strain in the bone were evaluated for each case.   

The highest value of von Mises stress occurred in PLATE fixator with bone Young’s modulus 

E=4.13 GPa with value 43 MPa. The lowest value of von Mises stress can be observed in 

KLS fixator for E=15 GPa. The highest stresses occurred for lower Young’s modulus in all 

cases. The highest difference between the minimum and maximum value is 26 % for PLATE 

fixator. The lowest difference is 19 % for MMS fixator. Results were analysed using colour 

gradient scale (Fig. 100). 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

-E4-ICP30 10 24 41 43 

-E8-ICP30 9 20 36 36 

-E12-ICP30 9 19 34 35 

-E15-ICP30 8 18 33 33 

Fig. 100 Von Mises stress [MPa] for submodels with different bone Young's modulus 
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The similar approach was used for evaluating the bone von Mises strains. In comparison with 

Frost hypothesis, none of the cases showed von Mises strain in pathological or moderate 

overloading. All values of von Mises strain are within physiological loading. The highest 

value of von Mises strain can be observed for PLATE fixator for E=4.13 GPa, while the 

lowest value of the strain occurred in bone with KLS fixator. All results were evaluated with 

colour gradient scale, which can be seen in Fig. 101. All values are in format × 10−3 [-]. 

 
KLS DEPUY MMS PLATE 

-E4-ICP30 0.36 0.53 0.75 0.77 

-E8-ICP30 0.22 0.38 0.50 0.41 

-E12-ICP30 0.17 0.29 0.41 0.29 

-E15-ICP30 0.15 0.24 0.37 0.23 

Fig. 101 Von Mises strain [-] for submodels with different bone Young's modulus 

To evaluate the inclination of the change based on the bone Young’s modulus, results were 

displayed in line charts. It can be seen, that highest inclination change in stress occurred for 

MMS and PLATE fixators (Fig. 102). The lowest change across the range of Young’s 

modulus happened in case of KLS fixator.  

For von Mises strain, the situation is similar, since the lowest inclination change occurred in 

bone with KLS fixator (Fig. 103). The highest inclination change can be observed in bone 

with PLATE fixator. All burr hole covers have similar trend . 

 

Fig. 102 Von Mises stress [MPa] in fixators dependence on bone Youngs' modulus 
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Fig. 103 Von Mises strain [MPa] in fixators dependence on bone Youngs' modulus 
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13 CONCLUSION 

The goal of this thesis was to analyse the stress-strain state of the cranial burr hole cover 

fixators as a part of a comparative study of different loading conditions characterized by five 

values of ICP representing states of cranial hypertension and four different values of Young’s 

modulus of compact bone. 

To fully understand the topic, a detailed state of the art research was conducted to describe the 

craniomaxillofacial system, intracranial pressure and mechanisms, in which occurs, 

cranioplasty and its method. Following with research of the implant and fixators materials and 

manufacturing techniques currently used in cranioplasty. 

Computational approach using finite element method was chosen to obtain the mechanical 

response from the analysed system. The computational model included creation of model of 

geometry of four fixator types applied on the PMMA cranial implant, model of material 

where four different values of compact bone Young’s modulus were used based on the 

literature and five different values of intracranial pressure, which were applied in model of 

boundary conditions mimicking various states of the cranial hypertension. In addition, 

external force of 50 N was applied on the predefined circular shape in the middle of the 

implant towards the brain to represent head resting on hand or object. Two level approach was 

chosen for this analysis. The coarse model of skull with implant and three fixators attached by 

thread-less screws as the first one, and submodel of defined area around fixator with micro 

screws holding the implant in place as the second level. 

As the part of the coarse model evaluation, following variables were reported: 

• equivalent (von Mises) stress in fixator 

• equivalent (von Mises) stress in implant 

• directional deformation of the implant in external load direction 

• equivalent (von Mises) strain in the compact bone 

Based on the coarse model results, following statements can be established: 

Von Mises stress in the fixator is increasing together with ICP increasement for each type of 

fixator. At the same level of loading, the trend of stress increasement for fixation type is 

always the same, from lowest to highest value of von Mises stress: KLS, DEPUY, MMS/ 

PLATE. The highest values of stress can be observed for variants loaded by ICP only. When 

force is applied on the system, it acts as a dominant component of the loading and 

increasement of the ICP is decreasing overall level of loads applied on the system, thus 

lowering the stresses in the components. The most stressed fixation position is FIX 03. Based 

on fixation stress results, KLS showed lowest and PLATE highest von Mises stresses. None 

of the analysed fixators did not exceed the titanium alloy yield stress, which is 825 MPa [99]. 

The same effect regarding the ICP increasement applies for von Mises stress present in 

implant, where increasement of ICP showed higher values of stress in implant. The more 

severe loading conditions is ICP acting with force, however, more differences between the 

values can be seen for ICP only. The most stressed places in the implants are holes for screws. 

The maximum stress in implant was observed for PLATE fixator and minimum stress 

occurred while attached by KLS burr hole cover. 
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In case of directional deformation evaluated in the middle of the implant face, where force 

was applied, the higher value can be observed for ICP only. Deformation also increases with 

states of cranial hypertension. Deformation by force is dominant, and increasement of the ICP 

is decreasing the deformation, as overall loads in the system are decreasing.  The lowest 

deformation of the implant was allowed by DEPUY and KLS burr hole covers. The highest 

deformation occurred for implant with MMS or PLATE fixators. In addition, the highest 

deformation was observed at FIX 03 position.  

Every variant showed pathological overloading while comparing to Frost hypothesis. 

However, the highest values occurred in the cylindrical holes without thread, which can be 

considered as the very high stress concentrators. The maximum equivalent strain occurred for 

bone with MMS fixator and the lowest value of strain was observed for KLS case. 

As the part of the submodel evaluation, following variables were reported: 

• equivalent (von Mises) stress in fixator 

• equivalent (von Mises) stress in screws 

• equivalent (von Mises) strain in compact bone 

• total deformation of the submodel 

Based on the results of submodeling, PLATE fixator showed the highest von Mises stress for 

both, fixator and screws respectively. The lowest levels of von Mises stress demonstrated 

KLS fixator. KLS with DEPUY also showed lowest deformation and DEPUY showed lowest 

equivalent strain, which compared to Frost hypothesis, did not exceed the pathological 

overloading. Only MMS fixator showed strain value exceeding the moderate overloading. 

Results of the analysis where bone Young’s modulus were alternating within four different 

values showed that highest von Mises stresses can be observed at lower values of Young’s 

modulus for all fixation variants. The lowest von Mises stress was obtained from KLS fixator, 

the highest stress results were observed for PLATE fixator. 

To sum up the analysis, KLS and DEPUY burr hole covers showed excellent mechanical 

behaviour for all cases, while maintaining the overall stability of the system. Burr hole cover 

MMS and PLATE fixator showed lower level of rigidity and allowed higher implant 

displacement and bone equivalent strain. However, titanium alloy yield stress was not 

exceeded in any case and all fixators can withstand the applied loading. 

In addition, the level of computational model has to be assessed, due to limitation factors 

present in the system. Analysis was done as a structural and pressure was applied as a 

deterministic value, however, it has a stochastic behaviour, which can rapidly change the 

overall mechanical response. Due to a very demanding computational resources, several 

simplifications had to be made to get the results. However, the effect of these factors can vary, 

and their evaluation can be a part of the future studies. The values obtained from the results 

should not be considered as absolute and unchangeable, since the mentioned limitations can 

affect the behaviour drastically. However, comparison of stress values and patterns for each 

fixation type can offer adequate method to evaluate the best option. 

Moreover, in real cranioplasty, usage of burr hole covers only is not usual, since they are 

designed to be placed over burr holes and remaining edge is attached by more commonly used 

fixators, such as PLATE type. It is for consideration, if the better mechanical behaviour would 

help the patient withstand the trauma more easily and quickly. 
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